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Total Number of IDPs

Total Internal Displacement

Inside & Outside Total Displaced Families Total Displaced
Persons

Existing 77516 462528
Fresh influx 133557 1018909
Total 211073 1481437

In-Camp Internal Displacement

In-camp Total Displaced Families Total Displaced
Persons

Existing 11843 71957
Fresh influx 21291 162632
Total 33134 234589

Off-Camp Internal Displacement

Off-camp Total Displaced Families Total Displaced
Persons

Existing 77516 462528
Fresh influx 133557 1018909
Total 211073 1481437

Source: Govt of NWFP, Provincial Relief Commissioner 15 May, 2009

Total Internal Displacement

Inside & Outside Total Displaced Families Total Displaced Persons

Fresh influx 93157 718080
Existing 92186 553545

Total 185343 1271625

In-Camp Internal Displacement

Camp Name Total Displaced Families Total Displaced Persons

CC Kalia Kandaw 296 2065
DC Temergirah 189 1354

GHSS Shamher Bagh 240 1838
Sheikh Shezad 1708 10321

Jalala 1245 7852
Sheik Yaseen 1166 7744
Mazdur Abad 164 1554

Dargai 1977 33372
Palai 3316 21003

Rangmala 357 2208
Yar Hussain 594 5032

Jalozai 1558 4410
Palosa 8 36
Total 12818 98789
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Off-Camp Internal Displacement at District Level

District Total Displaced Families Total Displaced Persons

Sawabi 21740 130430
Mardan 43496 349109

Cahrsadda 3501 24598
Nowshera 1740 12069
Peshawar 83 615
Malakand 9779 102470

Total 80339 619291

Source: Govt of NWFP, Provincial Relief Commissioner 14 May, 2009

*Number of IDPs is changing on daily basis and the number varies from source to source.

Camp Based Needs/Issues

Camp Based Needs
URGENT SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS (As of 17th May, 2009)

Name of
Camp Mazdoorabad Sheikh

Shahzad Jalala Shiekh
Yasin Jalozai Yar

Hussain
Shah

Mansoor Palosa

Commodities (Mardan) (Mardan) (Mardan) (Mardan) (Nowshera) (Swabi) (Swabi) (Charsadda)

Water Tanks -

Water
Electric
Cooler

40

-

2000
Water
Coller ,

300 Water
Tank

Electric
Water
Cooler

- Coolers -

Latrines - -
10

Latrine
40

- - - - -

Kitchen Sets - - 500 - - - 50 Tea, Set,
Plates

Hygiene Kits - - - 2000 - - - -

Tents - - 50 Tents 300
Tents - - - -

Bedding Tulai Mattress +
Pillow Mattress 1000

Mattress - -

Blankets,
Pillows,

Required
Per

Family

-
Pillows
Urgent

Required

Medicine 1 doctor for
night ORS ORS,

Cerelak - - - - -

Electricity - - 100 Bulb - - - - -

Fans - Urgnet Urgent 2000 - - - -

Miscellaneous

Dry Milk+
Cerelac+
Biscuits+
Feeders

- -

Tech
Staff, Fax,
Computer,

Tel

- Dry Milk,
Cerelac -

Electric
Cooler,

Required
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Camp Based Issues
Issues:

• New Camp for IDPs of Matta (Swat) being established at Dheri Zardad (Charsadda).

• At Yar Hussain camp, situated on Islamabad-Peshawar Motorway in Swabi district, some 80 kilometers from
Peshawar, stifling heat is not the only obstacle the IDPs have to go through. They have to live without electricity
and proper beddings and wait in long queues at registeration counters and to get relief items. The camp established
in plains, lacks any kind of shade and it becomes even difficult to breath in the sweltering heat by the midway.
NWFP Chief Secretary Javed Iqbal has directed immediate shifting of the camp for internally displaced persons
(IDPs) in Yar Hussain to Gohati College or Shah Mansoor camp to protect the helpless inmates from the scorching
heat as well as to provide better water and sanitation facilities to the inmates.

• The IDPs from Malakand Division alleged that some political workers giving them ‘false hope’ of better facilities
brought them to Federal Capital for “actually exploiting the aid” being provided for them. It has been learnt that
few political workers are convincing the affectees to set up their camps in capital city rather than setting them up at
their adjoining areas including Mardan, Swabi, Charsada and Peshawar. The refugees at the camp revealed the
shocking fact that the persons involved in the migration process were not providing them even the one time meal,
while the donations they received from the various ends had not been spent on them. A camp had recently been
established in Sector G-7 where around 19 families, migrated from different parts of NWFP, had settled down and
living in a miserable condition.

• Jalla IDPs camp situated some 17 kilometres in north of Mardan city, is housing families from the violence-hit
areas of Swat, Lower Dir and Buner districts of Malakand division. Majority of the IDPs at Jalala camp complained
that they were living in the camps in miserable conditions as they were provided only tents and were asked that
daily use items including water coolers, utensils, bedding would be provided to them within few hours of
registration but three to four days had passed and the basic items of living were not provided to them.

• Hathian IDP Camps: Hathian is almost at the foot of the Malakand Division. Its proximity to Malakand means
that the less privileged IDPs set up “camp”—due to their lack of resources (both social and fiscal). On May 8th,
when the IDPs began to descend upon the area, all of which falls under the Commissioner Mardan, the government
announced the closure of schools, and the use of school buildings to shelter the IDPs. In Hathian, four such schools
are under use. The volunteers that have taken charge, and are managing things suggested numbers that ranged from
800 to 1000 families. In total, with average family size between 5.5 and 7, we estimate a total IDP population, in
the four school buildings alone, to be anywhere between 2500 to 4200. The government’s level of support—federal,
provincial or district—is limited to the provision of the school building. The provincial department for social
welfare is leading the registration process, but are almost entirely dependent on the volunteers. The local
government is in disarray, although both the UCs and the district government have put together small ration
packages for the affectees. The access to those packages is controlled by vouchers available from the district
government. Even when affectees get the vouchers (not easy, given total unfamiliarity with the area), voucher-
holders have to spend all day standing in line to get the packages. Bottom-line on government is that food, medicine
and education facilities are nowhere to be found. In one school, two doctors are on-call for roughly 20 hours a day
in total. Both are under 40, both are volunteers, and neither has any plans of abandoning their new found Swati
friends.

The future of children belonging to more than 2,000 internally displaced families from Malakand Division, which
migrated to twin cities, is at stake as no proper measures are being taken for their education. According to a
survey conducted by ‘The News,’ more than 150 families from Malakand Division had landed in Rawalpindi and
Islamabad and their surrounding areas during the last two weeks. More than 2,000 families from other troubled
regions — Swat, Waziristan, Mohmand and Bajaur — were already living in different localities of twin cities.
The children of such families can be seen wandering aimlessly here and there. There is no arrangement for
education of these children. Talking to ‘The News,’ thirteen-year-old Bazore Khan from Malakand Division said
that he would take up a gun after becoming an adult. “I was studying in class 5 in my hometown but now I don’t
want any education. I only want guns now,” he said.
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Responses

Department/Institute/Organization Pledges/Contribution
Punjab Government Punjab government has established Rs 100 million fund for rehabilitation of IDPs from

troubled areas of Swat and Malakand. Establishing a base camp in Rawalpindi, the
provincial government formed a nine-member committee, headed by local MNA
Muhammad Hanif Abbasi, to oversee the rehabilitation work.

Special Support Group (SSG) A Special Support Group (SSG) of Pakistan Army, headed by former Deputy Chairman of
ERRA Lieutenant General Nadeem Ahmed, has been constituted at the federal level to
facilitate the provincial government in registration, medical cover, camp management and
procurement of supplies for relief activities. The Group would have senior representatives
each from the Ministries of Interior, Health, Information, Foreign Affairs, Finance and
Cabinet. Minister for Information and Broadcasting Qamar Zaman Kaira would be the
focal person at the federal level about IDPs who will brief the media about the issue along
with representatives of the NWFP government and SSG.

Emergency Response Unit (ERU) The NWFP government has established an Emergency Response Unit (ERU) to ensure
quick response in matters relating to IDPs.
According to a circular issued, the unit has been established in the official residence of the
Chief Secretary NWFP at 2-Sahibzada Abdul Qayum Road, Peshawar Cantt which could
be contacted on the telephone Nos. 9210097, 5278477, Fax No. 9210097 and Email:
prc_eru@hotmail.com.
The spokesman of ERU said on May 10 that as many as 2000 were dispatched to district
Swabi while 500 tents were sent to district Charsadda for the IDPs’ camps set-up in these
districts. Moreover FATA Secretariat has also provided two mobile hospitals for provision
of medical facilities to the IDPs.

United States (US) The US will provide $4.9 million in assistance to families displaced by the conflict in the
northern areas, the US embassy has said in a statement. “With this latest effort, we stand
ready to continue assisting the people of the NWFP by working alongside the Pakistani and
provincial governments as well as the international community,”

United Kingdom (UK) The British Prime Minister also announced an immediate funding of 12 million pound
sterling for assisting the IDPs fleeing from the unrest in Swat and other areas.

European Commission (EC) The European Commission (EC) pledged $7.5 million as emergency humanitarian aid for
the hundreds of thousands of affected civilians in the conflict-ridden northwest of Pakistan.

Pakistan Red Crescent Society (PRCS) The Pakistan Red Crescent Society (PRCS) plans to expand its relief operations to support
100,000 internally displaced people in collaboration with the International Committee of
Red Cross. Its NWFP chapter was already taking care of 50,000 displaced people in six
tent villages set up in Dir, Malakand, Swabi and Risalpur and had deployed staff brought
from other provinces.
PRCS Punjab Chapter has established an emergency cell for the refugees of Swat and
Malakand at its office. It has been appealed to nation to give donations whole-heartedly for
the rehabilitation of refugees. The donations can be deposited in account no.
020803010000301-365 MCB Wapda house, Lahore and NBP Regional Chowk Branch
account no. 002519-1.

World Food Programme (WFP) The United Nations World Food Programme (WFP) announced plans to double the amount
of emergency food needed to help thousands of families who are fleeing their homes.
According to statement WFP has been providing emergency rations to more than 650,000
people. The assisted population includes some 200,000 IDPs newly arrived from Lower
Dir, Swat and Buner Districts.

Sarhad Rural Support Programme (SRSP) In the last few months SRSP has partnered with UNHCR to provide support to 25,915
families comprising of 156,490 internally displaced persons (IDP) with Non Food Items in
the districts of Mardan, Swabi, Nowshera, Upper Dir, Lower Dir, Peshawar and Kohat.
Other UN agencies like World Food Programme are providing food etc at the same
extended distribution points in a joint operation. SRSP with the support of UNHCR and in
coordination with the Government of NWFP has established Transit Facilitation Centers
TFCs (reception points) to facilitate the transition of the IDPs from conflict zones into
Mardan, Swabi, Charsadda, Peshawar and Nowshera districts. Account Title: Sarhad
Rural Support Programme (SRSP)
Account Number: (US Dollar Account) 05-7772777-90
Acount Number: (Pak Rupee Account) 08-7759614-42
Bank Name: Standard Chartered Bank Peshawar Branch.
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Higher Education Commission (HEC) Higher Education Commission (HEC) decided to work with the vice chancellors of public
sector universities to formulate an action-plan to help facilitate the children of IDPs.
Special effort would be made that the academic programme of the students belonging to the
families of the IDPs is not disturbed. HEC and the universities would work hand-in-hand to
mobilise student volunteers, create a relief fund and placement of students to help them in
this need of hour, decided the meeting. Moreover, the HEC employees also decided to
contribute their one-day salary to the Prime Minister’s Relief Fund for the provision of
relief goods to millions of IDPs.

Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences
(PIMS)

The Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences (PIMS) has constituted a committee to look into
the crises confronting the hospital’s 47 doctors whose families are either stuck in the
troubled Swat region or have been displaced from their homes in the wake of the current
unrest. In its first meeting held under the chairmanship of Professor Khaleeq-uz-Zaman
here on May 11, the committee decided to make arrangements to bring all the affected
families to Islamabad and to arrange for their food, accommodation, education and
finances. A welfare account (14250-6) to raise funds for the displaced families has been
established at the National Bank of Pakistan, Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences
Branch, Islamabad.

Ministry of Women Development
(MoWD)

The Ministry of Women Development (MoWD) plans to set up a stall outside its Gender
Reform Action Programme (GRAP) office to mobilise the community for assistance to
IDPs. A Ministry official told that the basic aim was to register volunteers especially health
experts and paramedics to provide prompt basic health services to IDPs. Majority of these
IDPs is women and the ministry is planning to coordinate with civil society organisations
already working in these areas to provide as much help as possible.

‘TAHAFUZ’ Initiative (Ministry of
Environment in collaboration with
UNICEF, Rural Support Programme
Network, Water and Sanitation
Programme, Water Aid and Plan
International)

The Ministry of Environment together with partner agencies including UNICEF, RSPN,
WSP, Water Aid and Plan International has launched “TAHAFUZ - Together in
Emergency for Health, Family and Environment” initiative to reach out to Internally
Displaced Persons (IDPs) emergency needs in water, sanitation and hygiene. Secretary
Environment said that the Minister for Environment Hammed Ullah Jan Afridi has taken
the initiative to help out our brethrens currently confronted with difficult situations.
Developed on his direction the TAHAFUZ is an integrated approach encompassing access
to safe drinking water, safe disposal of solid waste, safe defecation practices and improved
hygiene conditions for the families to minimize the risk of water and sanitation related
disease outbreak. TAHAFUZ also seeks to create local employment opportunities through
cash for work for IDPs. He said that the Minister for Environment has sent a team of senior
officers to assess the need so as that more assistance for this programme may be sought the
partner agencies for helping out the IDPs. He said that the Minister would be visiting the
IDPs camps on Monday formally begin the programme in the IDPs camps. Lashari said
that TAHAFUZ model is designed to reach out to all IDPs and service providers by
dissemination of basic minimal standards of water, sanitation and hygiene services as per
international standards and national sanitation policy of Government of Pakistan. The
launch of the first phase of the TAHAFUZ initiative will initially cater to the emergency
needs of 5000 IDPs in the coming week, at an estimated cost of Pak Rs. 4 million. He said
that we would extend this programme with the assistance of the partners including the
development agencies and corporate sector. He said that Ministry of Environment has the
mandate for provision of sanitation and hygiene facilities that is why this area has been
selected.

Benazir Income Supprot Programme
(BISP)

The NWFP Chief Secretary directed the Director General of Benazir Income Support
Programme (BISP) to channel Swat and Buner funds towards the relief of IDPs of
Malakand Division.

Pattan Development Organization Pattan has registered 100 families. The organization has set-up a transparent system to link
up uprooted families with anybody who wishes to support them. In order of priority, the
key areas that need to be supportewd include shelter, food, clean drinking water and fans.
The Pattan has asked those desirous to help IDPs to contact via info@pattan.org

Peace First Peace First (PF), Islamabad-based non-profit organization has provided ten most needed
items to an IDP camp in Chhota Lahor area of Swabi district.
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Who is Doing What in Camps

The following organizations are currently serving in IDP camps of NWFP.

Camp Food Items Non-Food Items Health Education WATSAN

Kacha Garhi
1 & 2 BEST (WFP)

UNHCR, SSD,
Islamic Relief &

Khuwaendo Korr

Merlin, Edhi & CERD
(1 Ambulance 24

Hours)
YRC SSD & HRDS

Jalozai BEST (WFP) UNHCR, PAI &
UMMAH

Merlin (2 Ambulances
24 Hours) IRC SSD, HDOD,

HRDS, YRC & IMC

Benazir WFP
GOP/CAR,

PRCS, UMMAH
& Islamic Relief

PRCS (1 Ambulance
24 Hours) YRC PRCS

Palosa WFP

GOP/CAR,
UNHCR,

UMMAH, MSF,
IMC

IMC & District Govt.
(1 Ambulance 24

Hours)
UNICEF

CRDO, HDOD
(UNICEF) &

MSF(F)

Skhakot WFP UNHCR Health Department UNICEF HRDS

GDC
Timergara ICRC PRCS

PRCS/Al-Khidmat
Foundation (1

Ambulance 24 Hours)
UNICEF UNICEF

Sadbar Kalay ICRC GOP/CAR, ICRC
& Saudi Relief

UNFPA Mobile Unit &
1 BHU of EDO Health UNICEF MSF

Samarbagh ICRC
UNHCR, ICRC,

GOP/CAR,
UMMAH

MSF (1 Ambulance,
Day time only)

UNICEF, Al-
Khidmat

Foundation
MSF

Munda ICRC GOP/CAR, ICRC
& Islamic Relief UNFPA (Mobile Unit) UNICEF UNICEF

Khungi ICRC PRCS

ICRC & Relief
International (1

Ambulance, Day time
only)

UNICEF, Muslim
Foundation, Muslim

Aid
ICRC

Jalala WFP UNHCR Health Department &
DCO UNICEF HRDS (UNICEF)

Sheikh
Shehzad WFP UNHCR Health Department &

DCO UNICEF RDS (UNICEF)

Yar Hussain WFP UNHCR Health Department &
DCO STARS (UNICEF) RDS (UNICEF)
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Important Contacts

Camp Contacts

MARDAN

S.
No. Camp Name Incharge Name Contact Numbers

Mr. Fayaz Ali
1 Mazdoorabad

ACO, Mardan
0301 8184566

0321-9811119
2 Sheikh Shahzad Mudassar Riaz Malik

0300 6038890

0334 41192213 Jalala Ali Anan Qamar
0300 4132534

4 Sheikh Yasin Tasleem Khan 0300 5644558
NOWSHERA

Roghani 0343 91900191 Jalozai Sharafat 0300 5975687
SWABI

Meer Akbar 0333 95051351 Yar Hussain
Kabir Khan 0345 5200365

2 Shah Mansoor Asad Ali Khan 0345 4174428
CHARSADDA

Shorain Khan 0301 59633021 Palosa Charsadda
Ishrat Khan 0333 9257385

Non-Camp IDP Focal Persons

SWABI

S.
No. Focal Person Contact Numbers

1 M. Ahmad Rajwana ACO, Swabi 0300 9637475
CHARSADDA

1 Qaiser Alam 0333 9101010
PESHAWAR

1 Javaid Marwat Additional Commissioner Peshawar 0345 9121212

MARDAN

1 Fayaz Ali Shah ACO Mardan 0301 8184566
NOWSHERA

1 DCO Nowshera 0300 9344322
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Impacts

Rapid Influx
The recent internal displacement rapidly aroused in consequence launching of the military operation in NWFP and FATA
region, fresh influx of IDPs is estimated largest one at the province level in the country’s history. According to reliable govt
sources internal displacement could be exceed over 2.5 million in the upcoming days as military operation is to be entered
in its final phase to eliminate insurgency from all the affected areas. In the III week of May the IDPs trend has rapidly
increased as highlighted in fig-1
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Data source: Govt of NWFP, Provincial Relief Commissioner
Health Safety & Environment in General
A national level of cooperation is required to accommodate and facilitate the IDPs across the country. In fact large number
of public and private agencies, international agencies and NGOs are involved in the relief work. General public is also
contributing and actively participating in the assistance work for IDPs. Undoubtedly hot weather and limited resources,
food shortage, rare medical facilities are prevailing in side the camps. Large number of IDPs affected due to lack of health
safety and environment.

Health
It’s quite difficult to manage the health services at large extent in side the camps. Cholera, Malaria and other epidemic
diseases threats need to cope through appropriate vaccination. In fact fresh food supplies three times a day in extremely hot
weather is really a difficult task to manage. Potable water and sanitation services also should be maintained by appropriate
way to eliminate the epidemic spreads which can cause lateral damage to IDPs health.

Safety
IDPs are facing horrible scenarios of sense of insecurity while feeling and even after reaching in camps- such as kidnap,
robbery, assault etc. according to news published in The News-May 16, 2009 more than hundred 10 to 12 years old boys
and girls are going missing or kidnapped by talibans, report also concludes that camps situated in Mardan cantonment area
came under threat, where some of the kids were bitten by snakes inside the camps.

Environment
IDPs are living under-stress conditions-such as sense of insecurity, no social relations, having no economic activities, bound
to eat provided meals and entirely depending on the camps official’s behaviours. There is no opportunity to get relax in fact
there is no access to information available in side the camps. The over all situations inside the camps also effecting the
children’s metal health, children are bound to listen all the times elders talk and discussions as well as these under stressed
behaviours indirectly affects children’s psychological health.
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